**CHEMICAL SOCIETY TO HAVE MEETING FRIDAY**

Important Business Meeting to Come Friday Afternoon in Walker.

Friday afternoon the Chemical Society will hold its first business meeting of the year at 3 P. M. One of the lecture rooms of Walker will be used for the meeting, so that members who remain in the laboratory until 5 P. M. may be at hand for the meeting.

This meeting is of importance because of the fact that certain changes in the constitution will be brought up and discussed in connection with the reports of the various officers. A sketch of the plans of the society for the rest of the year will probably be given out, and the matter of the banquet and Technic will be taken up.

At the three previous meetings it has been made possible to have a free and frank discussion of the business of the society, and so this meeting will also have to consider matters which have been seen as well as much new.

The officers of the society desire a full attendance in order that any important matters may receive adequate discussion.

---

**TECH SHOW CONTESTS.**

Music and Poster Competition Still Open to Contestants.

Two Tech Show competitions, one in music and the other in posters, are still wide open and there is ample opportunity for those who have not yet come out to try their luck. The poster contest does not close until Saturday, and until then C. F. Fitke, stage manager, announces his firm intention of giving out lyrics to those of the contestants who have not profited from his statements.

He states that the Tech Show is to contain much material in sheet music this year, and it offers a good opportunity for those who have never tried their hands at producing a sheet of music before. Only the air is required, and therefore no knowledge of harmony is necessary. Few men are trying out for the music competition, and the Show Board would like to have more men exert themselves and see what they can produce in the line of catchy music.

The poster contest will not close until Saturday, and until then C. F. Fitke, stage manager, announces his firm intention of giving out lyrics to those of the contestants who have not profited from his statements. He states that the Tech Show is to contain much material in sheet music this year, and it offers a good opportunity for those who have never tried their hands at producing a sheet of music before. Only the air is required, and therefore no knowledge of harmony is necessary. Few men are trying out for the music competition, and the Show Board would like to have more men exert themselves and see what they can produce in the line of catchy music.

The pose contest will not close until mid-year, therefore allowing the contestants plenty of time to plan and execute their drawings. Full particulars may be obtained at the Show office, and there is little or no chance of a new man coming in to get in and make good.

---

**HISTORY OF SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTURE**

Society Has Grown Rapidly Since Its Establishment in 1886 as a Sketch Club.

On the twentieth of October, 1886, a group of students of the Department of Architecture met in Room 21 Rogers, for the purpose of forming a sketch club to continue sketching. After the society was formed, the members of the society at once took a great interest in the meet."